
Abstract 

The purpose of this research was to understand the present situation of civil force 
participation in police affairs in Taipei County. This research on the integration of all kinds of 
civil forces assisting police affairs  covered  two areas: police administrations and civil 
organizations. We were interested in finding out what kind of police work is suitable for civil 
forces and how to encourage citizen participation in these programs. By doing so, we would 
like to provide suggestions to police institutions when organizing civil forces so that they 
may be integrated more effectively, thereby enhancing their continued participation. In this 
research document analysis  was first completed, and then a case study of the Shin-Dian 
Police Precinct’s “Public Security Consulting Commission” was carried out. Through actual 
participation and observation, we gathered the data used in this research. Through data 
analysis of our findings and in-depth interviews, we have provided relevant suggestions for 
police administrators in this paper. 

This research reveals that during the Japanese occupation of Taiwan the civil force 
system was a symbol of identity, status, and honor, and therefore the willingness among the 
population to participate was quite high. The purpose of the organization also adapted to 
Taiwan’s changing society. Initially, the force simply maintained public security, but later it 
took on the work of keeping order. In recent years, the civilian services have been highly 
valued, but there are problematic aspects. For example, civil forces’ participation in police 
affairs has always been somewhat connected to influence peddling. In addition, it is difficult 
to integrate and organize a civil organization as broad as the civil force that is officially 
managed by the police administrations in Taiwan. However, because vigilantes, civil 
defenders, and community patrolling squads have similar functions, they can be merged and 
managed as a single unit. And the subjects integrated should be diverse on certain targets. 
Because of its utilization characteristics, it is not only confined to the officially arranged civil 
forces. It was found that the success of civil force integration depends on the expectation of 
the commander’s involvement with the group and how capable he or she is at organizing the 
volunteers. Utilizing civil forces to participate in police affairs is a highly functionally 
oriented undertaking. However, it was found in this study that it lacks strategic integration 
and utilization. Therefore, the participation of the representatives must be integrated and 
absorbed in order to prevent the civil forces from becoming political tools. These civil forces 
are valuable resources providing  general intelligence to police, police duty assistance, crime 
prevention propaganda distribution, security for schoolchildren, and civilian services 
assistance. Finally, we found that it is not the compensation they receive that inspires the 
citizens to participate in such civil forces, but rather whether they feel highly valued and if 
their problems are solved that keeps them in the program.   
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